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SUll1MARY.-Introductory.-An analysis of the blade motion and force
characteristics of the standard Cierva C.30 autogiro rotor is made, taking into
account the torsional flexibility of the blades. The results are applied to the
steady motion and pitching equilibrium of the whole machine.

Range of ilwestigation.-Using the physical constants of the blades, the analysis
has been carried out for the cases of a mean profile drag coefficient over the blade
elements equal to 0·014 and 0,012, and a speed range from zero to 130 m.p.h.
The most important assumption of the present investigation is that the blades
remain straight under all circumstances.. The other approximations are not·
expected to have any great influence.
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Conetusions.-The blades are found to twist to the extent of several degrees,
in the sense that the mean pitch angle (at any radius) .round the circle' is decreased
and that superimposed on this there is a periodic variation. Both effectsmcreasc
with the forward speed until at the highest speed the outer portion of tlleadvancing
blade is twisted to below the no-lift angle of the section. . .

As a result of thus taking torsional flexibility into account the ~~lthrust:of

the rotor corresponding to the observed rotational speed is reduced to a more
nearly constant value, which is dependent upon the mean profile drag 'coefficient
assumed. At the same time the longitudinal force is reducedby40~ per cent.,
but the final lift/drag ratio is not affected very appreciably.i.beingdecreasedby
only some 8 per cent. at its maximum. .

• - c_ r

Applyingtheresults tothe motion of a complete machinemuch better agreement
is now found with the experimental values obtained for incidence and stick position
in glidingtestsattheR.A.E.,F~n~orough.s Inparticular, the somewhat anomalous
reversal ofstick position at the higher speeds is predicted. ..
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. Further developments.-An attempt should be made on the more complex problem
of the bending of the blades, where the inertia is not negligible as is the torsional
moment of inertia of the section.

In addition further consideration may be needed with regard to the questions
of tip loss and varying induced flow over the disc.

Wind tunnel measurements of the fuselage drag and rotor downwash on to the
tail are very desirable in order to make a more complete comparison of performance.

The question of longitudinal and lateral stability can also be attacked from the
theoretical side.

1. Introduction.-A general theory of the autogiro was first formulated by
Glauert in R. & :M.. 1111;1 this was extended in R. & 1\1. 11272 to give a better
approximation at high rates of advance, and to the flapping motion. The theory
has been further extended by Wheatley3 to take account of a blade pitch angle
which is not constant along the blade radius, the case of a linear variation being
considered.LIn view of the fact that the blades of the standard Cierva C.30 auto
giro are known to twist periodically in flight, it seemed worth while to attempt
a further extension of the theory to the case where the blades are flexible (in torsion)
and their twist is dependent on the resultant of the aerodynamic and other forces
and couples acting on them.

The authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to some notes on blade
twist communicated to theA.R.C. by Sefior J. de la Cierva.

The importance of flexibility. in bending is also subsequently discussed, but
detailed consideration is reserved for a. possible later note..

In the present work frequent reference is made to the theory of R. & M. 1127,
Part II,2 and the notation of that paper is adopted (see Appendix I), except
that A is used in place of x as a coefficient of effective normal velocity through the
rotor disc, b the number of blades is replaced by N, and the angle of pitch () is
re-defined. Also, to accord with the new convention, the coefficients a and enow
have double their previous values. For the present purpose it was considered
sufficiently accurate to retain only firsthannonic terms in all expressions depending
on the rotation of the rotor, although some estimate is made of the effect of second
.harmonicterms.· .
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The calculation for the C.30 blades is considerably simplified by the fact that
the aerodynamic forces may be reduced to a lift acting through the centre line
of the spar, (0,23 chords fromthe leading edge) together with a pitching moment
which is constant for all fairly small angles of incidence and a drag whose effect
on the twist is negligible. This statement is based on tests in the Compressed Air
Tunnel at full scale Reynolds number 2·08 X 10'1, On an aerofoil whose section
(Fig. 10 at the end of the report) agrees closely with that of the C.30 autogiro
blade. On correction to infinite aspect ratio these gave a lift coefficient slope

a = ~~L = 5,72, a no-lift angle -2'58°, and a pitching moment coefficient, when

the lift acts through the spar centre, C)! = - 0·052 (for incidences between _ 4"
and + gO). The measured values are given in Table 5, which is also reserved to
the end.

s~..AJr.i,.

Fig. I.-Components in the plane perpendicular to the spar axis of forces and couples actmg upon an
element of blade.

The system of components in the plane perpendicular to the spar axis of forces
and couples acting upon an element of length dr is as shown in Fig. L Sand T
represent theshearing force and twisting couple acting across the end of the section,
S being chosen to pass through the spar axis and T adjusted accordingly. Centri
fugal force introduces a term whose component perpendicular to the spar axis
is mdr Q2 r{J, and gravity a term mg dr, 11l being the mass per unit length of blade
and. fJ. being small. These ad through the centreof gravity of the blade, which
is at a distance b ( 0-065 chord) behind the spar axis. In accordance with the
remark above, all these forces are taken as directly applied to the spar, and the
discontinuities in the actual case of spact'!cl ribs are ignored.
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The acceleration of the element normal to the spar in the plane containing the
rotor axis is given by the equation of motion:

111 dr . rfl = dS + lee dr . U2 CL -111 dr Q" rp - mg dr. (1)

The moment of inertia of the section is very small, so that we may assume that
for rotation in the plane perpendicular to the spar axis the couples are in equilibrium.
Thus, taking moments about the centre of gravity:

0= dT + b . dS + !ee" dr U" C" + lee dr U" CL b .

Eliminating dS ;

- dT = 11! b r (fl + Q2p)dr + ni b g dr + '!ee2U" C:.r dr.

(2)

(3)

Assuming the blades to be always straight, p is independent of radius and can be
put equal to ao - a1 cos 'I' - bI sin '1', neglecting terms in 2'1' and higher orders.
Also, as in R. & 1\'1. 1127 (page 31),

U = r Q + #R Qsin 'I' •

Hence;

:- dT fdr = 111 b(<<o Q2y + g) + !ee2 CM .o.2 (r + I'R sin ",)2. (4)

2.1. Differentia1 equation.of twist.-The twisting couples on the ends of an element
drof the spar being - T and T + dT, the twist in the element is

s» = K T dr

where ~ is the torsional stiffness as determined by statical tests on the blade.

Hence we have

- d20 fdr2 - tK ee2 CM Q2 (r + ,uR sin 'P)2 + K 111 b (ao Q2y + g).. . {5)

If we define 0 as the pitch angle measured from the chord, and 0roo' as its setting
at the root, the end conditions to be fulfilled are

J 0 - BroDt when r.= 0,

dol dr
~O when r . R.

.The integration is readily effected, and leads to the result:

L ..• .' "(1 . . 1)' ..
(J • 12 A (x4-4x) + SAl'sill'P-6Bao (x3 -3x)'

. '+'.••'.. '.(1 A 2" •• 1) . .
........ 2 .'1' SlU" 'I' - 2. C. (x2

. - 2%) + {Jroo'
.,." •.",·c. .

(6)



In Fig. 2 are drawn curves showing the variation of 0 along the blade for a
particular set of values of D, I' and ao and four positions of a blade in azimuth.
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FIG. 2.-B1ade Twist in the C.SO Rotor.

For the particular case ~ = 0·014 }
I' = 0·4

'n = 245 r.p.m.
ao = 5-32 0

Forwardspeed
129 rn.p.h.

It should be remarked that no allowance has here beenrnade for the breakdown
of the above theory in the reversed velocity region. due to violation of the conditions
for constancy of eM; but since for '1'= 270" the velocities are low and the twist
small there is little loss of accuracy from this cause.
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2.2. Approximate formula for the pitch.-The expression for the pitch angle
(equation (6)) is somewhat complicated and further detailed discussion is relegated
to Appendix IV where the general rotor equations are solved for two working
conditions only. In the first draft of the report the approximate formula
°= 00 + 01 sin 'P was adopted, the values of 00 and 01 being chosen to make °
coincide as nearly as possible with its value at 0·7R from the root, as given by the
exact expression. This position was taken since owing to the higher velocity
there the outer portions of the blades are much the most important. In Appendix
IV· the results of this approximation are compared with the more accurate values
and the difference is seen to be negligible except for a small increase in thrust.

On this approximation we have:

rOo = 0·293 aoB - (0·213 + 0'228f'2)A + 0·455C + 0roo'

101 = - 0·586 "A

(7)

(8)

The values of the constants for the C.30 machine are given in the following
table :-

TABLE 1

Rotor Characteristics

Torsional Stiffness 11K
Chord c
Tip Radius R
Mass of blade per unit length m
Distance b (Fig. 1)
Geometrical Pitch at Root 8'00'
c,

17,720* lb.-fl./radian per foot run of blade.
0,917* feet.
18,5* feet.
0,0615* slug per foot.
0,06* foot.
0,0465* radians.
-0,052.

Equations (7) and (8) therefore become

rOo = (0'1694ao - 0·0320 - 0,0342,,2) 0'2 + 0·0475

lOl = 0,0879" 0'2 . . . . . . .. . .

(9)

(10)

where 0' = 0·04770 - ratio of the rotor angular velocity to a standard value
of 200 r.p.m.

3.. The general rotor equations.-The equations ofR. & 1\1. 1127, Part II, expressing
the thrust, thrust moment, drag and torque of the rotor have to be modified when
v;uyingpitch is introduced. It simplifies matters to consider in the first place

derived from measurements on the full scale blades made at the R.A.E. A couple
Ib;-ft;"J?Plied blade produced a twist there of O'535° when a section 16 feet
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only first harmonic terms in 'P. Thus we have {J = ao - a1 cos 'P - hI sin '1', and
the expansion of equation (12) in that report is found to give as conditions of
zero thrust moment:

1 11 ,,1 1,- Yao + 3 A + .4 (1 + w) 0 0 - s" 01 - YC = 0

(from constant term)

- 41'ao+1(1 + ~ 1'2) hI = 0
(from coefficient of cos 'P)

(11)

(12)

(13)1 il I (1 1 2) 2, 1 ( 3 ')2 I' -.4 - 2 I' a1 + :3 ,,0 0 - 4 1 + 2 pC 01 = 0

(from coefficient of sin '1')

where 0'0 is 00 measured not from the chord but from the no-lift angle.

The equation of zero torque corresponding to (15) of R. & M, 1127 is now:

).2+ l'ila1 + ~ ).0'0 -4'1il01 + ~f,2a02 -~paobl +i (1 + ~1(2)a12

+ ~ (1 - ~ 1'2) a101+1(1 + ~ 1'2) b12- :a (1 + ,,2) = - ~ q = 0; (14)

of Thrust:

t 1 )1 il I (I 3 ')' 1 I
= 2 a (2 +:3 + 21'- 0 0 - 2 I' 015

of Longitudinal Force:

(15)

(16)

4. Solution of the equaiions.c-Ttie method adopted for solving the above equations
was to substitute at each I' the known values of D' and an assumed value of o.
The value b = O'014 is adopted here, having been first of all estimated in an
unpublished report on the basis of Fage's observations on symmetrical aerofoils.'
The value of CDo measured in the Compressed Air Tunnel was 0·0106 for a C"
value of 0,520, so that the assumption J = 0·014 includes a liberal allowance
for the effect of stalling of blade sections near the centre, roughness of surface,
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tip loss, etc. 00 and 01 are then known in terms of ao, and the zero thrust moment
and zero torque equations can be solved directly to give t., ao, at> b1, (Jo and 01'

In practice the easiest method is to assume values for t., obtain ao, 00' b1 and a1

in succession from the conditions of zero thrust moment (equations (11), (12)
and (13)), and substitute in equation (14) to find values of q. Interpolation then
gives the values consistent with q = O.

t and k are easily determined from these values, and the rotor incidence i follows
at once from

tan i = !. + 2(J 2 t (or more exactly, = ~ + 2- yI (J ., t) . (17)
p p I' ,ll p2 + t.-

Lift and drag are given by

X=Tsini+Hcosl

z . T cos i - H sin i.

Also, since by energy considerations (R. & M. 1127, page 20) it can be shown
that

(18)

another value may be obtained for h, say,

(19)

which has been verified to be algebraically identical with (16) and affords a useful
check on the calculations.

5. Numerical resltlts.-Figures for the rotational speed (and also for incidence
and stick position) for a speed range up 10 100m.p.h. are availablefrom the results

.of gliding tests at the R.AE., Farnborough." From these and by extrapolation
to higher values of p the actual values of Q appropriate to p have been taken

cornplete calculation made to obtain the twist andfiapping for I' = 0,0'1,
0·35, 0'4. ande = 0·014 and 0-012. The results are given in

.,..._._-.,...plotted in Fig. 3 for the caseofe .0,014;

incidence, thrustand longitudinal force (coefficients andfuIl
and Figs. 4,5 and. 6. The corresponding figures

.takendnto.iaccount, are also given, together with the
;~~tl?~ririieIllhil.incic[en.ce"-11""'" obtained at Farnborough.s
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TABLE 2
Flapping and Twisting oj C.30 Blades

I
----~------~~-~ ..,- ..-.__.._-...

n
Flapping. , Twist., ,

I'

I
(r.p.m.), ). --.._-~""-" •...._-------------_ ... ,,- ,..-

ao at h, 0, 0,

I ,------ ... -_... _,-_......__ ._--_.

0 208 0·0160 ! 8-54 0 0 0 I 2<U'" 0
0·1 203 0·0146 \ S·37' 1·00' 1'05° 2·27° o·.jfl'
0·15 206 0·0131 i 7·flflc 1'42'~ J •59() I 2. ](,0 ()·IlO"
0·2 210 0,0116 1 7·58' I· 7[' 1. flflc

I 2·00c 1'12°
0·3 227 0·0110 , 6·.jflc 1"75° 2·49" , 1.5:10 1.f>5\)
0-35 238 0·0132 I, 5'88~ 1..j40 2·58' I 1. ISO 2·50"I
0-4 251 0-01&Q I 5·23' 0-850 2.59° , 0·74° 3·17'

i

0 208 0·0141 I 8-27° 0 0 2·27° 0
0-1 203 0-0127 8-10' 0-96' 1,08' 2'20'~ 0,49'
0-15 206 0-0113 ! 7-72° 1-37' 1·53° 2- JI o (J·80'
0·2 210 0·0099 i 7-31' 1·67' 1,91' 1_96' r- ]2°
0-3 227 (J'0096 6·20° 1-69° 2-41° 1-48' 1·95°
O-.j 251 (J-0171 i 4-96' (J-70' 2-4T 0-67° 3·11"!

!
, -,----

0 208 0-0154 8-96° 0 0

!},wo

(J.1 2(J3 (J·(J127 1 8-74° 1·65' 1·16'
(J-15 206 (J·(J(J95 8-53' 2· 3fle 1-69 0

()C
(J-2 210 (J·0053

!
8·21° 3·14" 2-15°

(J·3 227 i-o·(J060 7-4fl' 4·44' 2-85°
0·4 251 :-0·0192 , 6-63° 5,47' 3-27"

TABLE 3

I
I

~~-,I_,_~---,~-

s = 0-014 I

1,

~ = 0·012 I

I
,j = 0·014 I

and assuming,
no twist.

Incidence and Forces oj C.30 Rotor in Steady Flight
-------~--

i
' _.."._-,~_._----

i Coefficients, 1 !
! I Thrust !Long, force!

I'
Incidence ~

Long. force I T " H I XjZ, I Thrust (lb.). I, (lb.). i
I t " I

I ' I
i ,I..~.,.._--,-~--'.~-~ ."

~ = 0-014 0 90° 0·1090 0 2,140 0
0-1 21-6° 0-1066 0,00249 1,990 46, 0·.j21
0·15 11-0' 0- 1022 0-00351 i.seo 67 0'2'29
O~~ 6-60' 0·0970 0·00411 1,935 82 0,159
0·3 3·40' 0-0841 0·00429 1,960 100 • 0,110

0·35 3·00' 0·0770 0,'00401 1,975 flfl 0'104
0·4 3·28° 0·0695 0·00321 1,980 91, 0'104

~ ,";' 0·012 0 90° 0·1054 0 2,060 0
0·1 20·3c 0-1029 0·00226 1,920 .j2 0·3fl4
0'15 10'1° 0-1)986 0·00322 1,890 62 0·211
0-2 6·02° 0-09-10 0·00385 1,875 77 0-146
0·3 3-080 0-0812 0·00387 1,890 90 0·101
0·4 3·02° 0-0661 0·00273 1,885 78 0·095

,
(J'1l41 0 2,240 0,j = 0·014 I 0 90°

and assuming r 0,] 21·3° 0·1112 0·00381 2,070 71 0,430
no t\\Yjst., j 0·15 10-00 0·1087 0·00572 2.090 110 0·2:10, 0·2 5:05° 0·1050 0·(lO701 2,095 [.j0 0'159,

! 0·3 (J-31c 0·0960 0·00930 2,ZaO 216 (J'102
, 0'4 _1_300 0·0867 0·01059 2,465 301 O·lOo

---------.~----_ .._-...._~--~,- --

(33602) II
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FIG. 3.-Twist and Flapping of C.30 Rotor Blades.
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FIG, 4.-Rotor Incidence of C.30 Autogiro.

Allowing for twist.
-'-'- Twist neglected.
- - - - Experimental curve.
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For comparison with similar curves in E. & :\1. 1127 a further figure (7) shows
the effect of blade twist and change of J upon the drag/lift ratio (XjZ).

Allowi.-..g fur- Twi ..t
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C'C

FIG. 7.-Lift and Drag of C.30 Autogiro Rotor.

Theimportant question of pitching equilibrium and stick position is considered
separately, in §7 below and Appendix II.

Discussion of resulis.:-:It is at once clear that the occurrence of blade twist
important influence on certain of the autogiro characteristics, and brings

'thetheoretical results into much closer accord with practice. As has been predicted
effect increases with speed, so that a periodic twist III of ± 1.90

at,a.4~In,v;ardspeed of 89 m.p.h, (p = 0.3) becomes + 3.20 at 129 m.p.h. (,t - 0,4)
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and at the same time the mean pitch angle 00 round the circle is decreased (Fig. 3
and table 2). Cierva's conclusion that the twist to some extent takes the place
of flapping, is also confirmed, as may be seen from the fact that at 1/ = 0.4 a

, '1
is 4·6° less than it would be with no twist. This is in agreement with the theory
of R. & M. 1127, Part I, where a non-twisting flapping blade and a non-flapping
blade whose pitch angle is varied sinusoidally around the circle are compared.

The twisting of the blades also affects the rotor attitude for steady flight (Fig. 4).
As might be expected from R. & M. 1127 (page 16), the increase in incidence,
4·58° at I' = 0·4 (Table 3), for example, is nearly equal to the change in Ill> the
primary longitudinal component of flapping, 4· 62° (Table 2). The observed and
calculated values of incidence are in agreement to within a degree up to the
highest speed measured, and this indicates that the simplifying assumptions made
in this paper are justified, at least at this stage.

The most striking effects of twist are found in the rotor force characteristics
(Figs. 5 and 6). Apart from the lower end of the speed range, where the rotor
angular velocity upon which the calculations are based has had to be somewhat
doubtfully extrapolated from the Farnborough curves, the twist results show a
fairly constant thrust. Since for steady flight and not too large incidence the
thrust should nearly equal the weight of the machine (1,900 lb.), we might deduce
a value for 0, except that the neglected factor of tip loss is certainly of importance
as regards thrust. In fact a crude application of strip theory to the thrust and
thrust moment equations (but not to the torque equation because the drag on a
blade element will be little reduced), on a basis of the reduction of chord at the
tip, indicates a thrust of about 90 lb. less than that so far calculated, which would
bring the values for 0 - 0·014 into fair agreement with the weight.

Of great interest is the much decreased longitudinal force H when twist is
included. This is not only less than half as large as for infinitely stiff blades but
actually begins to decrease above about 100 m.p.h. As a result, the pitching
moment equation (see Appendix II) is profoundly modified, and so in consequence
is the stick position for equilibrium. The effect on drag is ofcourse not so marked,
on account of the thrust component, and as may be seen from Fig. 7 the lift/drag
ratio is hardly affected at all.

7. Pitching eqztilibriwlI.-lt is known that the C.30 autogiro exhibits a curious
reversal effect on the stick position to trim. To maintain steady flight at both
high and low speeds the stick has to be held further back (rotor .tilted in the sense
of greater incidence) than for the intermediatespeeds (see the experimental curve
in Fig. 8). This may be considered to imply the existence of some form of instability,
for since a backward movement of the control column always .produccs a nose
up pitching moment, it follows that if the machine is flying in equilibrium at a
fairly high speed and the speed then increases with the stick held fixed, a nose
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down pitching moment is produced which will tend to increase the speed still
further. The phenomenon is qualitatively predicted on the twist theory, as is
shown by Fig. S, in which the angle y between the rotor axis and the perpendicular
to the body datum is plotted against 1'- The remaining discrepancy there shown
between the theoretical value and the approximate curve obtained in gliding
tests is not considered serious, in view of the critical dependence of y on the exact
fore and aft position of the centre of gravity of the whole machine, and on the
aerodynamical characteristics and downwash on the tailplane.

.:
,$. ",Ot •
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FIG. B.-Stick Position to Trim on C.30 Autogiro.

Details of a complete calculation of pitching equilibrium are given in Appendix
II, and table 4 shows the contributions of the various items to the pitching moment
ofthe wholeautogiro.

The more general problem of the pitching stability is under consideration.

S. General theory of blade twist.-It wiII be noticed that the theory given in this
paper is applicable only to a rotor. whose blades have the special characteristics
(as.in the C.30 machine) that the aerodynamic reactions can be reduced to a lift
and drag' and a pitching moment with constant coefficient when the lift is chosen
to actthrough the twisting axis, here taken to be the centre line of.the spar;

general case the pitching moment coefficientCj is not constant, but is
(~p]pr~IJtiJrnately linearly dependent on the incidence of the particular element

The . is thus more complicated, but a solution is
methodofseries, and is developed ina further Appendix III.
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9. Further developments.-The present application of the theory of twist given
above depends upon the following assumptions or approximations.

For the blades-

(1) They are assumed straight and infinitely rigid in bending;

(2) the whole stiffness in torsion is taken as concentrated in the spar;

(3) the discontinuities from rib to rib along the spar are neglected ;

(4) the moment of inertia of the blade section about the spar is small ;

(5) an approximate formula giving constant twist along the blade is used in
the rotor equations.

For the air velocities-

(6) The component parallel to the axis of the spar of the relative velocity at
a section of the blade is neglected;

(7) end effect at the tip has not been considered;

(8) the blades do not in fact extend to the rotor axis;

(9) no allowance has here been made for the changed conditions over those
parts of the swept disc area at which reversed velocities and large angles
of attack occur;

(10) J. is assumed constant over the swept disc area.

For the forces-

(11) the aerodynamic forces on a section may be reduced to a lift and drag
acting through the spar and i pitching moment with constant coefficient;

(12) the direct effect of drag on the twist of a section is neglected.

For the rotor in general-

(13) only first harmonic terms in 'P have been retained.

Of these, (2), (3), (11) and (12) are justifiable approximations, (7) and (5) are
discussed elsewhere (§6andAppendix IV), and (6) in R. & M. 1127 (page 3).
We consider the othersinorder,

In regard to bending (1), an estimate has been made of the statical deflection
.which abeam of the stiffness of the autogiro blade would undergo, when subjected
to the instantaneous forces given by the present theory of twist. For the particular
case of It = O'3, this bending appears to be of the order 1 ft. upwards at the tip
together with a periodic term of amplitude 1· 1 ft. Since however the lowest
frequency of oscillation of the blade in bending is calculated from the stiffness,
neglecting damping,to be 3·4 periods per second, which is about equal.to the
frequency of rotation of the rotor, little reliance can be placed on this estimate.
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Some recent unpublished photographs taken in flights at Farnborough" seem to
indicate maximum flexural deformations of much smaller magnitude than this.
H should be remarked that the effect of a constant curvature has been considered
in R. & lVI. 1127, Part II.

The moment of inertia of a blade section about the spar axis (assumption 4)
has been determined as O· 00231 slug ft. 2 per ft. run of blade and gives for the
whole blade a frequency of torsional oscillation of 38 per second, neglecting some
reduction due to the unknown internal structural damping. This is very high
compared with the fundamental frequency of rotation of the rotor, about 3·5
per second, and hence the forced oscillations at the latter frequency will be little
affected.

Although the actual blades do not reach the rotor axis (assumption 8) by some
15 in. and there are heavy friction dampers between,' the aerodynamic effects
at the centre have been estimated as very small due to the low velocity there,
and inertia forces are also unimportant on account of their small moment.

Some consideration might be given, as in Ref. 5, to those regions of the swept
disc area in which the resultant velocity on the blades is in the direction from the
trailing to the leading edge (assumption 9). It is obvious that the aerofoil sections
are here working under quite other conditions than have been assumed above.
The regions of transition offer no difficulty, since although there the angle of attack
passes through 900 the velocity at the same time becomes very small. Wheatley"
has made allowance in this respect by splitting his integral for the backward moving
blade into two relevant parts and evaluating these separately.

Wheatley" and Glauert! also consider a varying induced flow of a particular
type, and find that the blade motion, though not the net rotor forces, are somewhat
affected. Thus it may be worth while examining the case of varying )., when
blade twist is not neglected (assumption 10).

Finally, the retention (13) of only first harmonic terms in 'I' is partly justified by the
results of R. & 1\1. 1127, Part II, in which the effect of cos 2'1' and sin 2'1' terms
is found to be comparatively small for the particular machine considered there.
For the C.30 autogiro a very rough estimate on, the basis of the R. & !VI. 1127
formulae (page 34) gives values of a2 and b2 of less than 0.50 even for the highest
I" = 0·4. It therefore seems unnecessary to embark upon the very considerable
increase of labour required for the inclusion of these terms.
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APPENDIX I

Notation

double their values in R. & M. 1127 in accordance with the usage of modern
ex. and c".
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Forces on rotor as a whole

thrust parallel to the axis.
longitudinal force perpendicular to the axis.
torque.
drag.
lift, coefficient Cz (based on disc area).
T jNceR3 Q2, thrust coefficient.
HjNceR3 Q2, longitudinal force coefficient.
longitudinal force coefficient deduced by energy considerations.
QjNceR4 Q2.

APPENDIX II
The pitc1li1lg equilibrium of the C.30 autog£ro.-\Ve may represent the forces acting

on the machine as in Fig. 9, which is drawn for the general case of steady but not
necessarily horizontal flight. Here Z, is the resultant lift on the tailplane, acting

T

v",'"
RaJo.tivc wind

~~~;:::?

,

FIG. 9.

through its centre of pressure distant b from the c.g. of the whole machine; X"
the body drag; io the incidence of the machine as given by the angle between
the relative wind V and the fore and aft datum line, relative to which the mean
angle of no-lift of the tailplane is set at + Zo (= + 0·m5 radian); .p the tilt of
the datum line from the horizontal; P, a correction on the total pitching moment
due to the offset d of the blade hinges and also to the direct twisting couple at the
root of a blade when in transverse position; and a, band c are constant dimensions
of the machine. As in §7, y denotes the angle between-the rotor axis and the
perpendicular to the body datum.

Takingmoments about the c.g. and initially assuming e and y small, the pitching
moment on the machine for a given y, i.e., given stick position is

T(ay - c) + Ha + Pr - Z,b.
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Z, may be expressed as 1·5 eV2S2 (i - y +0·035 - i d ) where the slope of the
normal force curve of the tailplane, area 52' against tailplane incidence is taken
as 1· 5 per radian, and i d represents an allowance for downwash from the rotor.
This latter has been calculated on the assumption that the rotor is equivalent to
a monoplane aerofoil of the same lift and span with elliptic distribution of lift; 6

which leads to the result

id = 0·88 0"2 z
/1

where
z (= ZINc eR3 (2) = t cos i-It sin i.

P, consists of two terms. If for the moment we consider a four-bladed rotor
with two blades in the fore and aft position, then the differences between the
magnitudes and directions of the forces acting at the hinges, which are offset a
distance dfrom the rotor axis, will produce a couple tending to pitch the machine.
The expression for this is found to be

1
12

c e a Q2R3d (1 - i /12) b1 + mQ2R2d a 1

and may be corrected to the actual case of 3 blades by the factor 3/4. The second
term in P, is due to the direct twisting couples transmitted at the roots of the

blades, and hence is the average around the circle of K
3 (ddO) sin'll, using

r I= 0

the exact formula for O. This is found to reduce to {fJec2 Q2 R3e" and is there

fore negativeand nearly proportional to 1<'

Hence for a given /1 the expression for the pitching moment is a linear function
of y. The equilibrium stick position for steady flight is clearly determined by
that value of y for which this moment vanishes. Fig, 8 of §7 gives curves for
the variation of y with speed, making use of values of T and H, etc., drawn
from the curves of this paper. The very much better agreement with experi
ments when twist is taken into account is clearly shown, together with the
reversal of slope also then introduced. It should be remarked that an assumed
" = O·012 gives practically identical curves, but that a different position for
the e.g. of the machine modifies them considerably, as may be seen from the
curve calculated for a e.g. assumed Ii!- inches forward of the actual position in the
gliding tests. A comparison between the two cases of twist included and twist
neglected shows clearly how the increased equilibrium value of y at high speed
in the former case is produced by a decrease in the contribution of longitudinal
rotor force and to a smaller degree by a decrease in P,.

o' For.the equilibrium values of y, Table. 4 shows the contributions of the various
terms to the total (zero) pitching moment on the machine, for the case of" =0'014,

also the restoring.pitching moment on the machine when the rotor is in its
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equilibrium condition relative to the wind for the given speed, but the body is
tilted so that y is 10 too great (stick pulled back). It will be noted, as expected,
that this is always positive and increases with speed.

TABLE 4
Pitching Moments about the Centre 0/Gravity

Pitching moment T(ay - c) + Ha - Ztb + P,
where Z, - net tailplane lift

- 1·5 eV2S, (i - y + 0·035 - 0·88 -.~,z)- ~-

a - distance between rotor centre and e.g. of
machine, measured perpendicularly to the
body axis, = 5·78 ft.

c - ditto, measured parallel to the body axis,
= 0·42 ft.

b - distance from centre of pressure of tailplane
to c.g., parallel to the body axis, = 10·4 ft.

d offset of blade hinge from rotor centre, = 1 ·75
m.

._-----.
!

----

I
I' I O' 1 0·15 0·2 0·3 0·35 0·4

i..---i----
840

55·5

Increase of y by 10

V (m.p.h.}. I 27 I 41 90 ; 110 1 132 •5

[ncluding twist 0 = 0·014 i II ! i I
y for equilibrium .... I 2'55' 2·35° 2'16' 1 2'43° i 2·87' 3·69'
Pitching moment (Ib.ft.) due to : I I

Total rotor thrust, T(ay - c) .. I -325 i -355 I -391 1-341 ,-256 I -95
Longitudinal rotor force, Ha . . I 269! 387 474 578 Ji 572 I' S29
Tailplane : I I
JGross -1'5eV2S, I , 11 -

663
I i I

(i - 7 + 0'035) b i -507 I -617) -797 i -S5S 1-934

1Do";mvashl'5eV2S,(0'8S~Z)bl 564 585 I S90! 598' 601 606

p,{ g~~~~ ~lt~~~:~~~e:nt ~~ blade's I _~~ _~ I _;~ /' '-: I-I~ I-I~~, , ----',~I----1---1 ,~__
, ! j I

Increase of y by 10, I I i am i
0·0175 (Ta + 1·5eV2 S2b) 224 253 I 299,' 466 i~ 790

1---1'- - - , 1
Ntglecling twist i5 = 0 ·014 I 1

Y .. I I-81° I I 0-37' 1-0·81' \-1'29'
Pitching moment due to : ! I ! I I

Total rotor thrust -495: -805 I-1I20 1-1:357
L - dinal f ' 416 I ! 0'39 'I' I?5() , 1-40ongitu 1 rotor orce .. ! .o, I I

T '1 1a'{Gross .. -517 i -G89 -841 -11136
at P ne .Downwash - .. i 586 I 636! G84 i 759

{
Offset of blade hinges. . . ., i 33 I i 67 1 110 . IG2

P, Direct pitching moment on blades I -22 ! I -49 i -84 -1:36

314 I 495
.._--- ._-_._--_...._ .._.•..._~._--_ ...._.•._._-- .._"."_.._..._-" -.-

(3J6J2.j I)
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APPENDIX III

Afore general theory of blade twist.-As a first attempt at removing the restriction
to an assumed constant pitching moment (when the lift is chosen to act through
the twisting axis), we consider the case of a linear variation with incidence 0( ;

C" = ea +I. say.

Now the velocity components of the relative wind in the plane perpendicular
to the blade at the section are

Ux = r0. + IIRo. sin 'J1

U,. = J.Ro. - r/1 - !,Ro.{J cos 'P

where Ux is also in the plane perpendicular to the rotor axis and U,. passes through
the rotor axis (see R. & M. 1127, page 8).

Hence the incidence

1:1.=0
+ J.RQ - rp - !,Ro.{J cos 'J1

rQ + !,RQ sin 'J1

Now take y = R+ !' sin 'J1 and make the same approximation as before that

f! - an - a 1 cos 'P - b1 sin 'P only. Then 0( reduces to

Also the differential equation of twist becomes

d2 (J
- dy 2 = tK ec2C" Q2R'J'2 + m b (an o.2Ry +g - an Q2RI' sin 'Jl) .

Thus, substituting for C",

d2 e
- = A,,2(J + B1I2 + Cy + Ddy 2 :,T co

where

A = - K QC2o.2R4e

B = - lKQc2o.2R4{( - al sine + b l cos 'IjJ)e +f} .

C = - .tK QC2o.2R4 (I. + pal - !'a n cosl")e - mba; o.2R

D =+ mb (al) Q2R,u sin 'p -g) .
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We simplify further by putting y = A-1/' z, thus obtaining an equation of the
form

d20

dz. = 0 Z2 + B'z2 + C'z + D'

where B'=BiA, C'=A-3;'C, D'=A-I/"D.

(If l is not negative, so that A is negative, the development proceeds very
similarly if now y = (- A)-I"Z.)

Assume a solution in series, say,

o = Ao + A1z + A",,2 + .
By substitution it is easily found that

2.1 A2 - D'

3.2 A3 - C'

4.3 A4 = Ao + B'

5.4 As - Al

6.5 A6 ,= A2

Hence

(
z4 ZS ZI2

0= Ao 1 + 4.3 + 8.7.4.3 + 12.11.8.7.4.3 -1-.

(
Z5 Z9 )+ Al Z + 5.4 + 9.8.5.4 + . . ..

. .)

, (Z2 Z6 ZlO+D <5-+-=-7)-+' -. +.z.: 6.".~.1 1O.9.6.~.2.1
..)

.)

.).
. For given values of all the quantities in the expressions for A, B, C and D the twist

at every point would then be calculable from this equation (in which the series
converge very rapidly), but in general the values of i., ilo' aI' hI. for an assumed
f.' and n, are still unknown. The two constants of integration Ao and Al are, of
course, settled by the end conditions; in this case, that O~O O""t for r ~~ O.

dO
and -d. = 0 for r = R.r
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In order to make practical application of this formula we may adopt the same
approximate method as already described in this paper, of taking the mean pitch
of the blade at any azimuth VJ to be 00 - 01 sin 'P, where the constants 00 and 01

are chosen to make the pitch angle as nearly as possible equal to that at 0·7R
from the centre given by the exact formula. By use of the equations of thrust
moment and zero torque, the solution may then be carried through as before.

Practical arrangement of the calculation.-By a systematic arrangement of the
work the solution can be made considerably less laborious than might perhaps
be expected; and the flapping, twist and other characteristic quantities for a
given steady condition (" and 12 specified) can be comparatively easily obtained.

The first step is to work out the values of z corresponding to .y = 0, O·7R and
Rand 'P = 0, 90°, 180°, 270°. It is to be noted that for a given rotor,

z = constant X Vn (~ + I-' sin 'P) •

Then by the use of easily constructed graphs of the series functions

( 1 + zig + 8:43 + ...) etc. and of their derivativ~s : (1 + :~ + .. .). (14. . . . z .
can .be worked out from the end conditions and its value at 0·7R for each of.
'P 0, 90°, 180°, 270° expressed as a linear function of B', C' and D'.

Substituting the corresponding expressions (in terms of ;', ao, a1, b1) , for B', C'
and D', the average round the circle of the four values of °at 0·7R gives (Jo as
a linear function of .ii, ao, av b1 and half the difference between the values at 180°
and 0° gives 61,

The three conditions of zero thrust moment and the equation of zero torque
being unchanged, there arethus six relations between the quantities .ii, ao, av hv
00' 01' five linear and one quadratic. On inspection it will be seen that these can
be quickly reduced by direct substitution to one quadratic and two linear equations
in i., av hi> and these may be solved most easily by the method already proposed
of assuming values for i. in the linear equations and interpolating to find that
value for which the quadratic is also satisfied.

The general rotor characteristics,i, i, h, etc., are deduced as before.

N on-linear variation of pitching moment.s-Lt is clear that a similar method of
solution by series would apply to any other case where the pitching moment as
here defined is expressible as a power, or sum of powers, of the incidence. But
the calculations would be very laborious, and happily the need of this. extension
is unlikely to arise; sinceexcept when the centre ofpressure for ordinary incidences
lies near the twisting axis,. the pitching moment coefficient is linearly dependent

coefficient, which itself is usually linear with incidence.
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APPENDIX IV

Use of the exact formula for twist in the rotor eqttations.s--X« explained in §2.2,
wherever the rotor equations (of thrust, thrust moment, torque" etc.) involve
the pitch angle 0, an approximate expression of the form 00-01 sin V' has been used,
00 and 01 being chosen to give the best agreement with the exact expression for
the pitch at radius O· 7R from the root. In order to see whether this approximation
was justified a calculation with the exact formula was carried out for two cases,
viz.: !' = 0 and It = 0·3, a = 0·014.

The pitch angle measured from the no lift angle, equation (6), was rewritten:

° = P4x4 + (Pa + Q3 sinlj')x3 + (P2 + R2 sin- VI) x2

+ (PI + Ql sin 'P + R1 sin> ",) x + Po
where

1
P 4 - lZ A;

, 1
Pa - - 6 Bao;

1 '
P2 = - - C'Z '

'P 1 A'I E 'C'1=-3 +2 aOT , Ql = -A,u;

The rotor equations of §3 then became :-

From the condition of zero thrust moment,

_! 1'«0 +! (1 + ~!,2)bl = 0 .. (12a)3 4 _

1 , I ( 1 .,) 2 I P , (,I J.. "~,,, 2)0 + 2 P2!').- 4,1 - '2 w a1 + 71'P. + Sf' 3 T 7 '20" _.3 5" 2

3 1 (J 1 ") 0 + 3 I' , 2 IJ 0 (13 )+iQI'R2+ ZI'P1 + £;+4"- ~1 8''''11:3!IO= a
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From tilt' condition oj zero torque,

~ (1' .')' I, P , I. P '( I. . _ 1 , 1 2 ) 0- 2a rrt«: T '7 1. J T 6 1. 3-' lOl'I' 14 ill T :f6li ilJ ,_3

+Gi. -1~.ii(!J)RJ+~;'PO(= -~q)=O

Thrust,

(14a)

+ ( 1 , 1 2) R ' (1 , 1 2) P + 1 Q + (1 + 3 2) I~10 T 8f' 2 T -1 T 4I' 13." J 8 16 I' "1

+HI + ~f'2) Po (l5a)

The methods of §4 were used to solve these equations for given« and.Q and the
following results were obtained, the approximate values being repeated for
comparison.

I'
II ). a. a, b, Oat 0·7R
\\ ,
i; ,

.._--
•

0 II Exact" 0·0160 8·92° 0 0 I 2·44'
Approximate 0·0160 8·54° 0 0 i 2·31°

0·3 " Exact" 0·0119 6-31° 1·63' 2'42'"' ! 1'52~-1'95° sin v
Approximate 0·0112 6'48° 1·75' 2·49' , 1'53'-1' 95° sin 'If

i-_. - ~.

i t h T H

0 H Exact" (90') 0'1097 0 2,145 lbs. oIbs.
Approximate (90°) 0·1090 0 2,130 lbs. olbs,

0'3 "Exact .. 3'58' 0·0868 0·00396 2,0201bs. 921bs.
Approxirnate 3·40° 0·0841 0·00429 1,960 Ibs, 100 lbs.
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Autogyro BI..de S<eelo,",
as t<5t<d in C."'., i" 1934.
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FIG. 10.

TABLE 5

Autogim Blade Section tested in Compressed Air Tunnel

P = 1 atrnos, ; V = 75·9 f.s. ;
ieV2 = 6.71; R = 0·313 X 106
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TABLE S-continued

P = 11· 1 atmos. ;
!eV2 = 27·6;

v = 46·4 f.s.:
R = 2·08 X 106

098
096
098
06
24
68

264
416

I -

I
i

-4'2. -0,108 0·0102 ---0·0502 I 0·0
-2·0 +0·050 0·0098 I ---0·0480 i 0·0
+1'2. 0·286 0·0142

I
---0·0440 I

0·0
4·5 0·520 0·0256 ---0·0406 0·01
7·5 0'750 0·0436 ---0·0384 i 0·01

10·7 0·952 0·0672 ---0·0334 , 0·01
12·8 1·048 0·0874 ---0·0320 I 0·0
13·8. 1·062 0·104 ---0·0374 0·0
14·9 1·072 0·119 ---0·0402
15·9. 1·078 0·135 -0,0436
18·1. 1·059 0·165 ---0·0466
20·3 1·058 0·196 ---0·0562
23'4. 1·052 0·242 ---0·0650
25'6. 1·046 0·273 ---0·0720
28·9. 0·992 0·317 ---0·0850

P = 4-3 atmos. ;
ieV2 - 15.95 ;

v = 56·5 I.s:
R = 0·993 X 106

-4,2
-2·0
+1'2.

4·4
7·4.

10·5
12·6
13·7
14·7
15·8
17-9
20·1
22·3
25·5
28·8

---0-094
+0·063

0·290
0·516
0·742
0·958
1·056
1·062
1·066
1-068
1·060
1·046
1-050
1·042
1·002

0·0114
0·0105
0·0150
0·0250
0·0420
0·0642
0·0836
0-0960
0·114
0-129
0·159
0·189
0·210
0·269
0'339

---0-0514
---0·0488
---0·0456
---0·0408
---0·0390
---0·0354
---0·0330
---0·0360
---0-0388
---0·0400
---0·0466
---0·0530
---0·0650
---0·0710
---0·0836

0·0110
0-0102
0·0104
0·0102
0·0114
0·0134
0·0218
0·0334

15iJ5!"t>7J<rou 500 ,3137 Hw, G.37ill
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